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Dewi Nur’Asyiah
PREFACE

Bismillahirrahmaanirrahiim ...

Primarily, the writer wants to deeply thank Allah, S.W.T., for all His blessings to the writer until she manages to accomplish this thesis. *Shalawat* and *salam* will always be in the name of Muhammad, S.A.W., the last prophet.

The thesis entitled “Students’ Vocabulary Learning Strategies and their Relationship with Students’ Vocabulary Mastery” (A Mixed Method study in one Junior High School in Bandung) is submitted to English Education Program of Indonesia University of Education (UPI) as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Attainment of Master Degree.

The study attempts to describe strategies that are employed by students in learning vocabulary in an EFL classroom. In addition, the study also tries to find the relationship between students’ vocabulary learning strategies and their vocabulary mastery. The results of the study is expected to give positive contribution to the TEFL practice in general, especially to cope with students’ problem dealing with limited vocabulary and also to initiate EFL teachers and learners to give greater attention to the vocabulary issue by employing effective strategies to teach and learn the vocabulary which will contribute to students’ vocabulary growth and to the more effective EFL teaching.

The writer is fully aware that there might be a lot of mistakes in writing the thesis. Therefore, any recommendation and constructive criticism are highly welcomed.

*Alhamdulillahirrabib alamiin.*
Bismillahirrahmaanirrahim.

Beginning by a great gratitude to Allah S.W.T., the writer would like to deeply express her gratefulness to so many people for their contribution and support to this study.

First of all, the writer would like to give the greatest appreciation to her one and only academic and thesis supervisor, Dadang Sudana, M.A. Ph.D., for his sincere and patient guidance and encouragement and also for his precious knowledge, willingness, and time by patiently correcting and improving this thesis.

The writer also has a deep gratefulness which is addressed to: Prof. Dr. Didi Suherdi, M.Ed., the Head of English Education Department of Post Graduate Study, the former Head of English Education Department of Post Graduate Study, Pupung Purnawarman, M.S.Ed., Ph.D., for giving her wide opportunity for conducting this study.

Gratitude is also addressed to the Principal of Temasek Independent School Bandung for giving her valuable opportunity and permission to conduct the study and also to Mr. Andri Meiranto and all students of 8th grade for their kind willingness and time to be the respondents of the study. Without their contribution, this thesis will never be accomplished.

A high appreciation is fully and definitely addressed to greatest source of motivation and love, her beloved parents, Ummi and Empa for their endless love, pray, care, and supports, to her loving siblings Teh Ina, A Asep, A Ferri, Teh Ia, and De Fiqih, for their patience in keep supporting and loving her through the good and bad times, to her second family in Bandung, Teh Ira, the late Mamah, Ayah, the adorable nieces and nephews, who have given their encouragement to the writer while carrying out the study.

Another utmost gratitude is also given to the writer’s support system, sisters and brothers from another parent, thesis survivors, an incredible young mom Ghea, ne’ dongsaeng Novia, and an indescribable friend Aqil, for every time spent together in laughter and tears, ups and downs, for the last two and half years
and forever more, to best of the best long life companion, Fanni, Cici, Ka Wulan, A Ubad, Amel, for the brotherhood that keeps strengthening and motivating the writer to overcome every obstacle she faces.

Last but not least, the writer would like also to give high appreciation to the big family of Bimbingan Belajar Tridaya where the writer gets abundant valuable experiences and chances to grow to be better person, colleague, and teacher. Ka Ochi, Papih, Ms Vera, Ms Thia, Om Unyo, Ka Dicky, Teh Sri, Miss Evy & Pa Andri, Teh Ketty, Ka Ocha, Mba’e, Miss Amel, Ms Vita, Ka Dedi, Ka Heru, Ms Nunung, Ka Retno, and many other officemates that can’t be mentioned one by one. The writer feels really grateful for every life stories shared, happiness spread, and positive-vibes radiated. One said “experience is the best teacher”, and you are all beyond that experience.

All of the encouragements given to the writer would be her source of motivation to keep giving her positive contribution to the surroundings, whatever she is and she will be, and wherever she will go.

Alhamdullillahi rabbil alamiiin..